Evaluation of esophageal function/pH in endoscopic therapy for gastroesophageal reflux disease.
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) typically requires lifelong medical therapy or surgery for the management of patients with frequent symptoms. The current standard of care is to prescribe medical therapy using proton pump inhibitors. Patients with moderate-to-severe GERD require extended/maintenance therapy. Until recently, the only alternative to this approach was surgical intervention. Endoscopic therapy for GERD has emerged as a second alternative strategy. Primary endpoints for all interventions have aimed at symptomatic control and reduction/discontinuance of medication use. For surgical and endoscopic therapies, however, there are other physiologic endpoints that have attempted to define changes in lower esophageal sphincter pressure and esophageal acid exposure. For patients being evaluated for endoscopic GERD therapy, the author recommends comprehensive esophageal testing and pH testing.